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In September’s issue, we are proud to present CPACT CHOICE AWARDS 2019, Montreal to our viewers.  
 
With last year’s huge success and major recognition of CPACT gala, this year is expected to be more exciting and 
enchanting. SYNC has always been a part of CPACT’s commemoration of achievements. We are delighted to be a 
part of the awards. 
 
This issue showcases flashback of Canada Pakistan Affiliated Chamber of Trade- CPACT, achievements, showcasing 
chapters launches and highlighting some well deserved personalities in our mag, who are known for their incredible 
talent and efforts to the community and audiences. 
 
Samina Peerzada, who is making waves with her show “Rewind with Samina Peerzada” is our celebrity feature of 
the month. Honoring her for her style, charisma and elegance, we couldn’t be more privileged!

We bring you the exclusive feature of the one and only Stand-Up Comedian, Actor, Chef, Radio & Television 
celebrity, known for his witty humor and self expression, the host of CPACT Awards 2019, 
Ali Hassan.  
 
The election days are ahead of us and the talk of the town is; who will have the lead. SYNC is dedicated to 
the promotion of diversity. We are featuring Sameer Zuberi as a Canadian of South Asian origin who has been 
officially nominated for the Pierrefonds-Dollard borough. 
 
On behalf of SYNC, we would like to wish all the candidates best of luck for the upcoming elections to make 
economic opportunity and social equality a reality.
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CPACT- Canada Pakistan Affiliated chamber of Trade 
An International trade organization of Canadians of South Asian origin 
representing 40,000 co-sponsors, supporter-activists and members is hosting 
the 2nd Annual Choice Awards Gala in Montreal on 28th September 2019 
at Sheraton Montreal Airport Hotel.

Our round-the-year connections promote businesses of various organizations 
through our enhanced web-portal linkages and connecting these groups 
through our text messages, seminars and business forums.

In a short time CPACT has made great strides in attracting business and 
professionals from a cross-section of groups and platforms.

THE NOMINEES FOR

CPACT CHOICE AWARDS 2019
ARE
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Services Segment

Professional Services - Montreal 

Professional Services - Ottawa

Financial Services

Medical Services

Beauty & Aesthetics Services 

Drive Lines Driving School

Remax Affiliates Realty Ltd

Amber Esthetics

Studio Pink Blossom Beauty by Rabia Mazin

Shaista Jalal Henna Artist

Divya Patel Makeup Pam’z Hair and Makeup

Khan Gas Company LtdHometown Accounting and Tax Inc

Royal Bank of Canada

Remax Core Realty Rasooli Real Estate Group

Royal LePage Performance Realty Cornwall/Ottawa

IKRI Realties PowerQAdnan (Raki) Saleem, Real Estate Broker

Viva La henna Raymond Singh Real Estate

Haque & Associés

Lakeshore Diabetes & Endocrinology

Noble Health Services Inc. (NUTRITION HOUSE, Carlingwood Mall)

Humans for peace Institution

Garg Medical Services

SOFTRONTAX Gorah Accounting Services ICOM (Rubina Zaman)

Raees Baig World financial group Canada inc
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Hospitality & Tourism

Restaurant / Franchise 

Consumer Retail

Media Excellence 

Entertainment Excellence 

Shaadi-MC

Imran Qureshi / Jugo Juice

Nawai Pakistan

United Beat Production

Michel Weatherall (Art) Wajahat Abbasi Power Bhangra

VIP Photo Booth Ali Shaan Khemani

Jang Montreal The SUBURBAN Diverse City - CityNews (CityTV)

Prime TV Montreal Navi Films Syncmag

Fido Bagel de l’Ouest Desi Mandi

Egg Soleil Granby

Sana Restaurant Downtown Bollywood Restaurant

Dera Restaurant

Dawat Catering

Village Sante Gourmet L’Afghan Grillades

Dewan Catering Ottawa Spicy Grill

Owner/Fairview Inn Cornwall Salar Events & Design

Vision Creation Photography Elite Decor and Creations
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Business Segment 

Business of the year

Small Business Excellence 

Young Entrepreneurs / Professionals 

Community Builder - Montreal

Community Builder - Ottawa

Skylawn Travel Ltd

Broken KEY Publishing

Syed Investment Group

Amita Khanna

Sadaf Ebrahim

Bosses Helping Bosses Dr. Monjur Chowdhury (PEACE)

Human Rights Mashooda Lubna Syed

Fahima Sultani Beryl Wajsman

Shella Haque Sameer Zuberi

Media Vision Photography Nirav Patel Spicebros

Osteopathie Continuum

Jannat Productionz Divya Patel MUA

Ben & Florentine North X International

Grillado’s

Tim Hortons Quecan Distribution Inc. Eshmun Pharmacy

Recipe Unlimited - Canada Branch

Domino’s Pizza PoPeYeS (Ottawa)
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Volunteer Excellence - Montreal 

Volunteer Excellence - Ottawa

THANK YOU!

Muhammad Azam Chuhan

Moatter Syed Ms Sofia Atiyat

Baldwin Shelter Home

Yasmin Asgarali (CACOR)

Sonia Masand Tabassum Anwaar

Suhaila Niazi Rafat Noor

PRESENTED BY

CO SPONSORS
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THE EVERGREEN SAMINA PEERZADA

PRIDE OF PAKISTAN

A veteran actress, known for her grace, evergreen smile and intellect, a woman who lives    
life on her own terms, never compromising on principles and taking unconventional steps in 

her career and personal life
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Samina Peerzada is South Asia’s leading actor, producer, 
director, anchorperson and a social activist. In her career 
spanning over four decades she has appeared in over 150 
dramas and several feature films. She has also produced 
and directed an award winning drama serial Karb and two 
acclaimed feature films Inteha and Shararat.

Recipient of several national and international awards 
and honors, including the lifetime achievement award at 
the Beyond the Mango Film Festival and Hum Awards. 
Twenty years in showbiz and Samina is still as spirited and 
enthusiastic as she was at the start of her career. Acting 
is more of a creative urge than a career for this seasoned 
actress. However, she has never restricted her creativity to 
any particular field.

She is currently making waves with her digital talk show 
“Rewind With Samina Peerzada” which has captured 
millions of hearts, has over 100 plus episodes released.  
To change the paradigm from just doing a television show, 
from just being on TV, to actually intending to be of service 
to the viewers is what has changed the trajectory of the 
show. 

A one hour show celebrates the lives of the stars of South 
Asia who have managed to shine bright in their respective 
fields, who are popular all across the globe; namely 
Indian and other South Asian countries. The host acts as 
a catalyst between the guest and the viewers. The show 
aims and has managed to change perspectives of several 

stars. They share their stories that have a lifelong impact on 
the audiences. The show allows Samina to unwind with the 
stars and showcasing a softer side of each celebrity. 

Pakistan is a rising star in the world of showbiz and digital 
content. All eyes are upon us as we wear the goodwill our 
dramas have helped spread, like a badge of honour and 
respect. Samina has managed to provide quality content and 
promote and show the best face of Pakistan to the world, 
especially for women. She has proved that success can be 
achieved with dignity, exemplary values and determination 
to achieve something. 

We are honored to have her in Montreal as an esteemed 
guest for the second annual CPACT CHOICE AWARDS 
2019 in Montreal.
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SAMEER ZUBERI

A Montrealer has been nominated as the Liberal 
candidate for Pierrefonds-Dollard 

Born to excel, Sameer Zuberi is a 40-year old father of two, holding a degree in law and 
mathematics. Born in Montreal to a diverse multicultural white-Pakistani family, Sameer’s 
mother is a third-generation Canadian of Scottish-Italian heritage, and his father came to 

Canada from Pakistan a in the 70s.  As a result of his blended cultural background, tolerance 
and acceptance has been a major part of his cultural background. He has lived in Pierrefonds-

Dollard for the last 11 years. Until July, Zuberi was the diversity and engagement officer for 
McGill University’s Faculty of Medicine.
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Sameer Zuberi is a 40-year old father of two and holds degrees 
in law and mathematics.

Zuberi has been investing all over these years for public 
work, human rights, political advocacy and highlighting the 
contributions of cultural communities which make the social 
fabric of Canada. He has been involved in advocacy work; He 
is a tireless bridge-builder between minority communities. 

In the community he is known as an individual who would 
go out of his way to help someone in need. For Zuberi that 
is the most rewarding experience, to help someone in need 
when no one else can. He feels that in order to become a 
strong community, we need to have a positive discourse on 
minorities. 

He has vast experience working in a variety of fields including 
legal research, education, public relations, human rights and 
the Canadian Reserves. These unique qualifications are an 
asset for the multicultural communities residing within the borough of Pierrefonds –Dollard. He wants to become 
the voice of all the communities residing in the borough of Pierrefonds-dollard. 

With the elections only a few weeks away, let’s see if we stand 
united and select a candidate who can be our voice for the 
future, who respects us for who we are regardless of our native 
ethnicities, religion or beliefs.  

On behalf of Syncmag, we wish each candidate success in the 
polls on October 21, to make economic opportunity and social 
equality a reality in the West Island, and in Montreal in general. 

We have a Prime Minister who is celebrating diversity. And we need to hear 
more of that from all segments of Canadian and Quebec’s society.

“

The greatest leader is not necessarily the one who 
does the greatest things. He is the one that 

gets the people to do the greatest thing 

- Sameer Zuberi

“

For me, public service is a way of life 
- Sameer Zuberi

- Sameer Zuberi

“

“

“

“
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HEAD START OF CPACT

INNOVATION - OPPORTUNITIES - SUCCESS
CPACT has had amazing opportunities to organize 

groundbreaking ceremonies of every launch episode for the best of the trade 
relations between two Nations.

The event for “CPACT was held on Nov 19th, 2017 in Montreal at Holiday Inn Pointe Claire. The event was 
hosted by the founder of CPACT; Mr.Hayee Bokhari. CPACT is formed to fill the VOID of a business and 
professional consortium, in particular to assist the young generation who will become the pioneers of the future 
and to fully develop the potential of Canadians of Pakistani Origin (CPO). Gathering was attended by Business 
and professional Men and women of the Canadian Pakistani Community.

THE GROUND BREAKING CEREMONY
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Toronto Chapter was formally launched on April 21st, 2018 at Woodbine Banquet Hall TORONTO in the presence 
of City Councilor, Deputy Council General of Pakistan in Toronto, and some Permanent Local Political figures.
The function to celebrate the Inaugural session of CPACT Toronto was attended by a diverse crowd including the
business fraternity, professionals and dignitaries, host of the event Co-Chair Nasir Malik (Founder / Chairman 
of PSC - Pak Services Community) Hayee Bokhari (Founder CPACT) and Ms. Sadia Sajid (Founder SAWAC).

Pakistan’s chapter was formally launched  on April 10th, 2018 in Islamabad, in the presence of His Excellency, 
Perry Calderwood, Canadian High Commissioner, hosted by Mr. Ali Malik (President CPACT Pakistan). The 
function was attended by Senator Sitara Ayaz, MNA Sajida Zulfikar, MPA Malik Ali Khokhar, Hayee Bokhari 
(Founder CPACT) and Ms. Sadia Sajid (Founder SAWAC). Prominent TV, movie and stage actor, Mr. Zahid 
Ahmed also attended the event and was presented as the official spokesperson of CPACT.

PAKISTAN CHAPTER

TORONTO CHAPTER
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NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

The official launch ceremony of CPACT National Capital Region was conducted on 19th July in Ottawa, ON K2b
8J8 and was well attended by a diverse crowd. The event was huge success with exchange of ideas, motivational
dialogue on the potential revolution of Pakistan trade affiliation and progress of Canadians of Pakistani descent.
The event was attended by Pakistani High Commissioner to Canada His Excellency Raza Bashir Tarar.He 
congratulated CPACT on its endeavors to foster opportunities, build partnership and connect community via 
ample resources. He also reiterated that women representation, empowerment and engagement initiative by
CPACT is crucial to our community. This important event allowed CPACT to engage and develop even stronger
connections with members and partners bringing better prospects to exchange novel notion.
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ALI
HASSAN
One Of Canada’s 
Top Comedians

Actor – Comedian – Kitchen Ninja

ALI is a man who can be hilarious, heartfelt and 
irresistible at the same time, a Stand-Up Comedian, 
Actor, Chef, Radio & Television celebrity and a strong 
advocate for diverse humor.

Known for his improvisational abilities with audiences, as well as for his charm and wit, Ali has developed a routine that humorously 
tackles everything from his personal family environment to broader issues of culture and identity laughter is guaranteed!

He has never been a fan of competition, always preferring to set himself apart with his own unique set of skills. The seeds of 
being unique and great were planted very early on in his career: be unique and be great, and you will never have to worry about 
what anyone else is doing. 

Ali’s vision has always been clear: entertain people.  His path to making this happen, however, has been less than orthodox. He 
came to the comedy world via jobs in IT consulting, web banking and a variety of other positions that could not have made him 
more miserable. His toolbox also contains a B.A. in Political Science, an MBA in Marketing and an IT Diploma. All of them are 
fodder for his comedy now. 

I never wanted to be known as an ethnic comedian or a Muslim comedian or a Pakistani or whatever 
it was, I just wanted to be known as a comedian. I wanted to be a great comedian.

- Ali Hassan
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His first love was cooking, which he could 
not pursue until he satisfied his father’s 
desire of getting a Master’s degree. Once 
his education was behind him, armed with 
passion and a sponge-like interest for food, 
Ali started his own small catering company. 
Envisioning a career where he could cook 
and entertain people simultaneously, he 
started thinking about his potential as a 
television chef. In 2006, he began telling 
jokes on stage at Open Mic nights, in the 
interests of developing his “camera” 
personality (the audience would sub in for 
a camera) and, would you know it - he fell in love with stand-up 
comedy immediately. This was just the beginning.

Being the host of Laugh Out Loud on CBC Radio and SiriusXM , 
Ali H has also performed at the Just for Laughs Festival, JFL42 
and the Amman Stand-Up Comedy Festival. With his incredible 
presence, he has also been twice the host of Canada Reads - 
Canada’s Battle of The Books - and the Lead Comedy Panelist 
on CBC Television’s George Stroumboulopoulos Tonight.  He has 

also starred in the films French Immersion, 
Breakaway and Goon and will be in the 2019 
movie My Spy with Dave Bautista.

On Television he has had memorable recurring 
characters on FXX’s Man Seeking Woman, 
PBS Kids’ Odd Squad and the CTV/eOne series 
Cardinal, and Ali recently starred in the VICE 
series, FUBAR: Age of Computer and ABC’s 
Designated Survivor.  Look for him in 2019, 
when he appears in 6 episodes of CBS’s summer 
series, Blood & Treasure.

His one-man show, MUSLIM INTERRUPTED, has set new 
boundaries in his comedy venture with his amazing performance 
for the show he ran at both Just for Laughs in Montreal and the 
Edinburgh Festival Fringe. Ali has been receiving ample amount of 
appreciation in last years for his achievements and unforgettable 
shows. 

We are proud to have him host the CPACT Choice Awards 2019 in 
Montreal on September 28. We wish him all the success for his 
future endeavors. 
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A TRIUMPH CPACT CELEBRATED

OVER THE YEAR
THE FLASHBACK ALMANAC

CPACT CHOICE AWARDS GALA 2018

The Canada Pakistan Affiliated Chamber of Trade (CPACT) proudly conducted 
its first-ever successful awards gala, the CPACT Choice Awards 2018 in 
Dorval on Friday, August 10th, 2018, at the Sheraton Montreal Airport Hotel. 
Cogeco Peer 1 was the event’s presenting sponsor and its representative 
Santosh Pradhan and Hayee Bokhari, founder of CPACT, inaugurated the 
evening. 
CPACT implemented an online and SMS voting system developed by 
Cronomagic, a software company based in Montreal, to select its well-
deserved and preferred candidates by the public to honor and celebrate 
local South Asian talents and professionals in their respective fields of 
excellence. 

The gala segment which featured and honored international celebrities, 
who were spokesmen and spokeswomen, was opened by CPACT Chairman 
Zaheer Khan followed by president Samad Razzak, secretary Nasir Ahmed 
and co-chair Col-Nasir, included:
◊ Samra Zafar: author, speaker and human rights activist (The Malala 
Yousafzai Award presented by CPACT) 
◊ Zahid Ahmed: Pakistani actor and CPACT’s official spokesperson (The 
Mohammad Ali Jinnah Award presented by CPACT) 
◊ Usman and Samina Peerzada: icons of the Pakistani Cine industry (The 
Best Iconic Couple Award presented by CPACT) 
◊ JOSH: a South Asian contemporary Bhangra style band (Best Contemporary 
South Asian Band presented by CPACT) 
◊ Faisal Butt: a Canadian-Pakistani standup comedian and actor (The 
Upcoming Stand Up Comedian Award in honor of the Legendary Moin Akhtar 
presented by CPACT) 
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CPACT CHOICE AWARDS TORONTO 2019

The Canada Pakistan Affiliated Chamber of Trade (CPACT) conducted its 
second successful awards gala, the CPACT CHOICE AWARDS Toronto 2019 
on Saturday April 13th, 2019 at the 13th April, Thursday, at Woodbine 
Banquet Hall, Toronto.  BMO and DGreens was the event’s presenting 
sponsor. 

This was the first CPACT CHOICE AWRDS Gala in Toronto, aimed to 
acknowledge and honor local South Asian businesses/professionals in 
their field of excellence. Highlights of the evening were the remarkable 
keynote speeches by award-winning speaker/author Samra Zafar and 
Mississauga Mayor Bonnie Crombie 

The event raised awareness about Canadians of Pakistani Origin including 
entrepreneurs and professionals. The event kicked off with a noteworthy 
speech of Samra Zafar, Author and Speaker entrepreneur and the national 
spokesperson of CPACT. 

This Award Gala was dedicated to rewarding individuals and organizations 
who have demonstrated exceptional business performance and to those 
who have made a notable accomplishment with their inspiring business 
innovations. This event also celebrated the achievements of renowned 
personalities who gave incomparable services to the community and 
shaping the future of business. 

CPACT congratulates all the winners and participants of CPACT Choice 
Award 2019 and is grateful for the immense support received by the 
Canadian South Asian communities through nominations, votes, and 
attendance to the event, from sponsors, celebrity guests, dignitaries and 
the audience. Special Thanks to Toronto CPACT Executive Team, volunteers 
and over 350 people who graced the event with vigor and enthusiasm.
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